Newsletter #03/2022

Summer is just around the corner, but that doesn't mean a break for the tdAcademy. We are looking forward to exciting online events with our tdAcademy fellows in the coming months, and we share insights into past events with you. The tdCommunity also remains open during summer and is excited to welcome new members and learn more about them. Enjoy the summer - and stay connected to transdisciplinary research with us!

---

Event | 21 June, 12-1.30pm (CEST): Introducing Transdisciplinarity in Higher Education

The webinar with Jordi Segalàs and Gemma Tejedor will elaborate on the opportunities and challenges of training Higher Education students on TD and provide TD trainers with examples to reflect their practice.

Learn more & register

Community | Have you already joined and filled your profile?

The tdCommunity as an “interactive address book” works best if you provide some relevant information about your TD work. We made that simple for you by introducing fixed categories to choose from. We’re looking forward to read more about you!

Register & edit your profile
Event | 12 July, 12-1.30pm (CEST): Keep rol(l)ing! Developing Theories of Change in inter- and transdisciplinary contexts
This webinar with Sabine Hoffmann and tdAcademy team members presents different ToC approaches and provides participants with a framework to consciously choose and reflect their own roles in ToC processes.

Learn more & register

Short report | The real-world laboratory format in transdisciplinary research
On March 30th, the tdAcademy team at Öko-Institut held a one-hour online seminar in topic line 4 “New Formats”. The proceedings and results were summarized and the presentation can be found on the tdAcademy website.

Learn more

Event | 20 June, 6.30-8pm (CEST): How TD research can support socio-ecological change
The tdAcademy team at ISOE is involved in a Citizen University program. This online event (in German) presents the TD research mode using the example of concrete topics from sustainability research.

Learn more & register

Interview | Fellow Tamara Mitrofanenko on her TD work and contextual dependencies
In this short interview Tamara talks about her time with the tdAcademy and reflects on her past and current points of contact with transdisciplinary research and contextual dependencies.

Learn more

--
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